
BY ABRAHAM (ABE) WHEELER

spent my teenage
years on a farm in

rural Oregon where
the foothills of the
Cascade Mountain
range meet the
Willamette Valley. I
was surrounded by
productive forest-
land, log trucks, sawmills, and the
ever-changing patchwork pattern of
harvest units on the mountainside.
Ironically, I went through the entirety
of my high school years unaware that
forestry as a career even existed. But
even in my earliest memories of life,
the forest was profoundly important to
me, providing me with a river of posi-
tive energy. 

My career path was not a traditional
one, avoiding college after high school

and instead bouncing around from
blue collar job to job until I eventually
ran headlong into a crisis of meaning
in my life, a real low point. I remember
looking out into a beautiful forest and
feeling nothing. The forest had been a
source of healing for me, but in that
moment, it seemed to have dried up. 

From that point forward, my life
completely changed. My existence
needed to be meaningful or it would
be miserable. Who do I want to be?
What do I want to accomplish? Why
does it matter? My attempts to answer
these questions led me into the
forestry profession, to Oregon State
University’s College of Forestry, to the
Society of American Foresters, and
continue to motivate me through my
career with the Bureau of Land
Management.  

Over the last 15 years, I have seen
dramatic failures and amazing suc-
cesses in my forestry work. Joining the

federal forestry workforce in the heart
of northern spotted owl country in the
mid-2000s was startling to me. 

Hopelessness, cynicism, and resent-
ment seemed to cloud the perspective
of many potential mentors I encoun-
tered. The phrases “we’ve always done
it this way” and “we already tried that
and failed, so no point in trying again”
were commonly used to justify current
practices or to block innovative
approaches. From the perspective of
me and the other new blood entering
the workforce, the game had just start-
ed, but to many of our mentors, there
was no point in playing any more.

Despite this reality, over the last 13
years we have re-invigorated sustained
yield forest management on O&C
lands in western Oregon, accomplish-
ing so many things that cynics
believed were impossible. Through
these experiences, I have stumbled
across a few rules of the game that I
want to share.

Rule 1: Nothing great can be
achieved without optimism. The com-
mon denominator in every successful
project that I have seen in my career is
optimism. In the absence of optimism,
failure may be inevitable; pessimism
seems to curse the fate of projects like
a self-fulfilling prophesy. Never give
up. 

Rule 2: Treating people with sincere
kindness will benefit you in unexpect-
ed ways. A smile, a handshake, a sin-
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cere care about others on a human
level—these aren’t trivial things. Small
sincere gestures of empathy can elicit
major positive and often unexpected
contributions, while a lack of care can
recruit opposition to you and even the
things you stand for. 

Rule 3: Forestry success is not
achieved by the work of foresters
alone. To accomplish anything good in
the forestry profession requires the
efforts and contributions of talented
people from all walks of life and
dozens of professional disciplines.
Recognizing this and expressing your
appreciation broadly will greatly
increase your chances of success.

Rule 4: If you want to influence
positive change, speak the truth…or
as close to the truth as you can man-
age. We all have biases, many of which
we are blind to. In my experience, pro-
viding people (and yourself) with the
most accurate unbiased portrayal of
reality possible will lead to the best
decisions and outcomes.

Rule 5: Exceptional talent is rare,
and motivation is fleeting, so we all
must work to cultivate them. A very
small percentage of talented people
produce most of the creative work, but
talent without motivation yields very
little. This places the burden on all of
us to cultivate talent and motivation at

all levels if we want to make the world
better.

These are simple rules based on my
observations over the last 13 years. I
challenge you to think about these
concepts and apply them in your
work; I would love to hear back from
people to hear about their results.
Most importantly though, I challenge
you to answer the following questions
for yourself to help instill meaning into
everything you do: Who do I want to
be, what do I want to accomplish, and
why does it matter?  ◆

Abraham (Abe) Wheeler is State Lead
O&C forester for the Bureau of Land
Management, located in Salem, Ore. He
can be reached at abewheeler@life-
time.oregonstate.edu. He joined SAF as
a student member in 2005, served as
Umpqua Chapter chair in 2010, and
received Oregon SAF’s Young Forester of
the Year award in 2017. He feels forever
indebted to SAF because the associated
networking opportunities opened the
door to his dream job with the BLM.
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Abe Wheeler’s favorite part of forestry is teaching people about it, including
these fourth and fifth graders at the Douglas County School Forestry Tour in
Glide.
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